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nce trace level acetone sensor
using an indispensable V4C3Tx MXene†

Wei-Na Zhao, *a Na Yun,b Zhen-Hua Daia and Ye-Fei Li*c

The development of a stringent sensor to detect low levels of acetone, yielding the potential for the point-

of-care clinical diagnosis of diabetes, is still a great challenge but is urgently required. Most studies have

focused on Ti3C2Tx, yet other types of MXenes with good performance are rare. Herein, an emerging

kind of MXene, V4C3Tx, has been prepared from V4AlC3 via the selective etching of the Al layer using

aqueous HF at room temperature (RT), and its performance as an acetone sensor is presented. A V4C3Tx
based acetone sensor delivers good performance, as demonstrated by its low working temperature of

25 �C, low detection limit of 1 ppm (lower than the 1.8 ppm diabetes diagnosis threshold), and high

selectivity towards acetone in a mixed gas of acetone and water vapor, hopefully showing promise for

application in the much faster and earlier diagnosis of diabetes. V4C3Tx MXene is used for the first time in

the field of acetone detection in this work, hopefully opening up a path for the investigation of

applications of MXene in gas sensors, and such exciting findings distinguish V4C3Tx as a comparable

material to the well-known Ti3C2Tx. In addition, we used DFT calculations to explore the mechanisms

that result in the superior selectivity for acetone with respect to water vapor. Hopefully, the proposed

mechanisms combining experimental results and theoretical study will shed light on the design and

production of new high-performance acetone sensors.
1. Introduction

Recent years have seen an enormous amount of research
highlighting oxygenated volatile organic compounds (OVOCs)
owing to their threats to human health and the environment.1–4

Among various OVOCs, acetone is one of the most promising
research candidates for various industrial and medical appli-
cations, not least towards diabetes diagnosis5–7 in human
exhaled breath. Clinical analysis has shown that the acetone
concentration in the exhaled breath of healthy people is 300–
900 ppb, while it will increases to more than 1.8 ppm for dia-
betic patients.8 Although similar work has been done relating to
a highly selective trace-level acetone sensor,9 in the face of
a lower diagnosis threshold and complex physiological envi-
ronment, a stringent sensor which possesses high selectivity
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towards acetone at the sub-ppm level still needs urgently to be
addressed.

A new class of two-dimensional (2D) transition metal
carbides or carbonitrides (MXenes),10–14 with the formula
Mn+1XnTx, where M is an early transition metal (Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Zr,
Nb, Mo, Ta), X is C and/or N, T is the surface termination (O,
OH, and/or F) and x represents the number of termination
groups, have recently received considerable interest owing to
their promising applications in many diverse elds, e.g., energy
storage,13,15–21 water purication,22 electromagnetic shields,23,24

photothermal cancer therapy,25,26 and gas separation.12 MXenes
are fabricated by the exfoliation of ternary layered carbides and
nitrides, known as MAX phases with the formula Mn+1AXn,
where n ¼ 1, 2, or 3, M represents a transition metal, A repre-
sents the A-group element27,28 in the periodic table of the
elements, and X represents carbon and/or nitrogen. The exfo-
liation process is carried out by selectively etching the A-group
element using concentrated hydrouoric acid (HF) or hydro-
chloric acid (HCl) and uoride salts or potassium hydroxide to
obtain 2D carbides or carbonitrides called MXenes, which are
typically functionalized with a hydroxyl (OH), oxygen (O) or
uorine (F) group.29,30 Until now, only the following MXenes
have been discovered: M2X type,31–34 M3X2 type,30,35,36 and M4X3

type.29,36 As the above list shows, it should be noted that most
M2X- and M3X2-types of MXenes have been obtained, but of the
M4X3-type MXenes, only Ta4C3Tx,10 Nb4C3Tx,29 andMo2Ti2C3Tx

36

have been reported. Therefore, the development of M4X3-type
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MXenes is necessary and of great importance for expanding the
application of the MXene family.

Currently, the most studied V-based MXene is V2CTx MXene,
which has been demonstrated to be a promising electrode
material for Li and Na-ion batteries according to theoretical37,38

and experimental results.32,39,40 Nevertheless, there are still
many challenges for V2CTx, such as the difficulty in synthesizing
the pure phase and poor stability. Aer studying the structure of
V2CTx carefully, the instability of V2CTx can be ascribed to the
fact that a three-atom-thick V2CTx monolayer is too thin. When
the weak metallic V–Al bonds are broken in the etching process,
the V–C bonds as the basic composition units of V2CTx are also
removed, resulting in the easy decomposition of V2CTx. In order
to overcome the problem of the thinness of V-based MXene, it is
feasible to increase the thicknesses via the fabrication of the
much thicker V3C2Tx/V4C3Tx instead of the thinner V2CTx.32,37,41

Previously, V4AlC3 MAX was reported in 2007,42 boosting our
condence in the feasibility of transforming V4AlC3 MAX into
V4C3Tx MXene. However, we also notice that, unlike other
MXenes, V4AlC3 cannot be produced by simple ball milling and
high-temperature reaction, making it harder to synthesize
V4C3Tx MXene.

Herein, an emerging kind of MXene, V4C3Tx, is prepared by
the synthesis of V4AlC3 with the help of Al and Co as uxes and
catalysts, while the subsequent selective etching of the Al layer
from V4AlC3 is performed by using aqueous HF at room
temperature. V4C3Tx MXene is used in the eld of acetone
detection for the rst time in this work. Interestingly, we found
that V4C3Tx MXene became semiconducting from the metallic
V4AlC3 aer the HF treatment. It is worth noting that V4C3Tx

MXene shows great acetone sensing performance with a low
working temperature of 25 �C and a low detection limit of
1 ppm. Good acetone sensing performance makes V4C3Tx

MXene one of the few acetone sensors meeting two prerequisite
conditions (high sensitivity for low concentration (sub-ppm)
and high selectivity for a mixed gas), opening up a path for
the investigation of applications of MXene in gas sensors.
2. Materials and methods
2.1 Chemicals

Vanadium powder (99.99%), graphite powder (99.9%),
aluminum pellets (99.995%), cobalt powder (99.995%), HCl
solution (30% conc.), and HF solution (48% conc.) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany). A corundum
crucible was purchased from Charslton Technologies Pte Ltd.
(Singapore).
Fig. 1 The synthesis, structure, and geometrical engineering of two-
dimensional V4C3Tx. (a) The setup used for the growth of a single
crystal of V4AlC3 with the help of metal fluxes. (b) An as-synthesized
V4AlC3 single crystal with excess metal fluxes is treated with 30% HCl
solution in order to remove the metal fluxes and produce pure V4AlC3.
(c) V4AlC3 powder is immersed in 48% HF solution to destroy the
metallic bonds of V–Al to prepare 2D V4C3Tx nanosheets. (d) The
exfoliated V4C3Tx nanosheets are separated via the sonication of
V4C3Tx powder in DI water. Step 1: HCl treatment, step 2: HF treat-
ment, step 3: filtration, washing, sonication, and centrifugation.
2.2 Preparation of V4AlC3

Originally, as with the synthesis of most MAX phases, the
methods of ball milling and direct reaction of stoichiometric
amounts of high-purity V, Al and C were used to obtain the
V4AlC3 in the pure phase, but only ternary V2AlC phase could be
obtained. Aer many attempts, we found that Co is important
for obtaining V4AlC3 from the reaction. At last, an optimal way
was found to synthesize the V4AlC3 phase by using Co and Al as
1262 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1261–1270
the catalysts and uxes. The amounts of high-purity V, Al, Co
and C in a molar ratio of 4 : 28 : 6 : 3 with a weight of 20 g were
placed in a corundum crucible, and heated to 1500 �C over 10 h
under owing argon (Ar) in a tube furnace, held at 1500 �C for
30 h, then cooled to 900 �C over 30 h, and nally cooled to room
temperature over 20 h. In order to obtain the V4AlC3 in the pure
phase, the mixture was immersed in aqueous HCl to remove the
excess metal of the solidied melt (the chart is shown in Fig. 1),
and the possible reaction could be:

2CoxAly + 2(2x + 3y)HCl ¼ 2xCoCl2 + 2yAlCl3 + (2x + 3y)H2[

The mixed solution was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min,
and the supernatant was removed, then the bottom samples
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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were washed with deionized (DI) water. The washing step was
repeated many times until the pH of the top liquid was close to
the pH of DI water. Finally, aer the washed samples were dried
in an oven, V4AlC3 pure phase with metallic platelets (Fig. 2a,
b and S1d†) was obtained, as conrmed by the powder XRD
pattern (Fig. 2c).

2.3 Preparation of V4C3Tx MXene

Firstly, 6 g of V4AlC3 single crystals was ground into a powder
using a mortar, and then immersed in 110 mL of 48%
concentrated HF solution at room temperature for 5 days. The
resulting solution was then vacuum ltered, followed by
washing with DI water until the pH reached 6. Finally, V4C3Tx

powder was obtained by ltration and freeze drying at temper-
ature: �20 �C and vacuum: 5 Pa, for use in further character-
ization and experimental usage. Powder XRD patterns (Fig. 2c)
and EDS spectra (Fig. 2g and Table S2†) of V4C3Tx powder
conrmed that 6 g of V4AlC3 had been completely transformed
into 5.5 g of V4C3Tx aer HF etching for 5 days.

2.4 Fabrication of V4C3Tx nanosheets

The V4C3Tx powder was dispersed in DI water, and was then
sonicated in an ice-bath for 5 h using an ultrasonic machine at
a power of 200 W. The mixture was centrifuged for 20 min at
3000 rpm and the obtained suspension was then freeze-dried at
temperature: �20 �C and vacuum: 5 Pa to obtain the nal
product, i.e. V4C3Tx nanosheets, which were collected for
further characterization and experimental usage. In addition, it
should be noted that, if V4C3Tx powder was just treated by
simple sonication and centrifugation, the yield of V4C3Tx

nanosheets was less than 20%. In order to improve the rate of
production, tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) was used
to intercalate V4C3Tx powder for delamination. Firstly, 3 g of
V4C3Tx powder was treated for 6 h with a 30% concentrated
TBAOH solution. Secondly, the TBAOH treated V4C3Tx was ob-
tained by centrifugation for 20 min at 10 000 rpm. Thirdly, the
TBAOH treated MXene was mixed with DI water and then hand-
shaken for 3 minutes. Finally, the whole mixture was centri-
fuged for 20 min at 3000 rpm to separate the black supernatant
from non-delaminated MXenes and the obtained suspension
was then freeze-dried at temperature: �20 �C and vacuum: 5 Pa
to obtain about 2.4 g of V4C3Tx nanosheets. Interestingly, we
found that the yield of V4C3Tx nanosheets was improved from
25% to 80% by using the delamination agent: TBAOH.

2.5 Fabrication of V4C3Tx quantum dots

Firstly, 2 g of V4AlC3 single crystals was ground into a powder
using a mortar, and then immersed in 80 mL of 48% concen-
trated HF solution at room temperature for 10 days. The
resulting solution was then ltrated and washed using DI water
by turns until the pH reached 6. Secondly, the mixture was
mixed with DI water and was then sonicated in an ice-bath for
2 h with a sonication power of 200 W. Aer centrifugation for
20 min at 10 000 rpm, the suspension was then freeze-dried at
temperature: �20 �C and vacuum: 5 Pa and nally 1.0 g of
V4C3Tx nanodots was obtained, whose TEM images (Fig. 3d–f)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
and EDX spectra (Fig. S9†) conrmed that the V–C framework in
the nanodots was retained.
2.6 Sensing measurements

For the sensing experiments and characterizations, the lms
obtained by vacuum ltration (Fig. S8a and S10†) were pro-
cessed by freeze drying, stripping and cutting to produce the
desired pieces, and two copper wires were connected by silver
colloid to both ends of the V4C3Tx lm as the electrodes. A DC
voltage was applied between the two electrodes, and the resis-
tance of the V4C3Tx lm was collected as the sensing signal. The
sheet resistance of the V4C3Tx lm was calculated to be �100
MU, enabling a low-power operation of the sensor to meet the
requirement of ultra-low-power sensor nodes for IoT applica-
tions. The sensor device was placed in a sealed chamber, where
acetone vapors at different concentrations in a nitrogen (N2)
background were fed in.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Fabrication and characterization of V4C3Tx nanosheets

The bulk V4AlC3 crystallizes in the hexagonal space group P63/
mmc with a ¼ b ¼ 2.9302(4)�A, c ¼ 22.745(5)�A, a ¼ b ¼ 90�, g ¼
120�, and V ¼ 166.187 �A3.42 The structure of V4AlC3 is charac-
terized as a 3D V–Al–C framework consisting of seven atomic V–
C–V–C–V–C–V layers connected by Al atoms with V–Al metallic
bonding to form a 3D structure, as shown in Fig. S1a.† The
length of the V–Al metallic bond is around 2.757�A, longer than
those of the V–C covalent bonds in the range 1.994–2.089 �A
(Fig. S1b and c†). Metallic V4AlC3 plates of a size of several
hundreds of micrometers and CoxAly compounds were synthe-
sized using a solid-state reaction (Fig. 1a, S1d and S2;† for
details see the Experimental section in ESI†). Aer the afore-
mentioned products were treated with HCl solution, pure
V4AlC3 plates were obtained (Fig. 1b, step 1). In order to prepare
V4C3Tx, the V4AlC3 plates were rst ground and then treated
with aqueous HF (Fig. 1c, step 2). The obtained supernatant was
ltrated and washed with deionized (DI) water by turn until its
pH reached 6. Finally, the V4C3Tx nanosheets were obtained
aer sonication and centrifugation of the aforementioned
solution (Fig. 1d, step 3).

All the synthesized V4AlC3 plates with a metallic luster
(Fig. 2a) have a at surface perpendicular to the c axis (Fig. 2b),
whose pure phase was conrmed by the X-ray powder diffrac-
tion (XRD) pattern (Fig. 2c). The energy dispersive X-ray (EDX)
result proved that the molar ratio of V : Al : C is 4 : 0.98 : 2.92
(Fig. 2d and e), which is consistent with the stoichiometric ratio
of V4AlC3. In addition, the XRD pattern of single-crystal V4AlC3

gave strong peaks of (0002), (0004), (00010), and (00012), arising
from the strong grain orientation along the c axis. Aer the
treatment of V4AlC3 with HF, most of the diffraction peaks
became much weaker or even disappeared, but the (0002) peak
became quite strong (Fig. 2a), indicating that the MAX phase of
V4AlC3 was transformed to the new MXene phase of V4C3Tx.

The shi of the (0002) peak from 7.76� to 6.04� means that
the c lattice parameter shis from 22.75 �A to 29.23 �A, which is
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1261–1270 | 1263



Fig. 2 The characterization and analysis of V4AlC3 before and after HF treatment. Optical (a) and SEM images (b) of as-synthesized V4AlC3 plates.
(c) XRD patterns of V4AlC3 before and after HF (48% conc.) treatment, and exfoliated nanosheets produced via sonication compared to the
simulated XRD pattern of V4AlC3. An SEM image (d) and the corresponding EDS results from a piece of V4AlC3 with a V : Al : C atomic ratio of
4 : 0.98 : 2.92 (e). EDS measurements taken from visibly clean surfaces of V4C3Tx on a SiO2/Si (280 nm oxide layer) substrate (f) prove that the
V : C atomic ratio is 4 : 3.13 (g). Different-magnification SEM images of HF-treated V4AlC3 showing the obvious exfoliated grains (h and i). (j) An
SEM image of exfoliated V4C3Tx sheets obtained via sonication.

1264 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1261–1270 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Fig. 3 TEM characterization of few-layer exfoliated V4C3Tx nanosheets and quantum dots. Low-magnification (a) and high-resolution (b) TEM and
atomic resolution Z-contrast STEM (c) images of V4C3Tx nanosheets and the corresponding FFT patterns. Low-magnification (d) and high-resolution
(e) TEM and atomic resolution Z-contrast STEM (f) images of V4C3Tx quantum dots; the corresponding FFT pattern is shown in the inset. STEM
images show the hexagonal crystal structures of V4C3Tx nanosheets (c) and quantum dots (f). C atoms are in green and V atoms are in red.

Paper RSC Advances
consistent with previous reports.29,32,37 The expansion of about
6.48�A along the crystallographic axis c can be attributed to the
intercalation of water between the MXene sheets during treat-
ment. Furthermore, the domain size of �5.6 nm along [0001] in
V4C3Tx was estimated with Scherrer's formula, revealing that
the shrinkage occurs aer HF treatment, which has also been
reported in other MXene phases.29,32 In addition, we also noted
that, when tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAOH) was used
as the delamination agent to intercalate V4C3Tx powder, the
yield of V4C3Tx nanosheets increased from 25% to 80%. The
XRD patterns for V4C3Tx before and aer 6 h of TBAOH treat-
ment (Fig. S3†) show that the (0002) peak of V4C3Tx shied from
6.04� to 4.2� corresponding to the c lattice parameter increasing
from 29.23 �A to 32.72 �A, implying that, like other MXenes,34,43

the delamination agent can also be intercalated into V4C3Tx to
improve the yield of V4C3Tx nanoakes.

EDX and X-ray photoelectron (XPS) spectroscopy were used
to identify whether the V–C framework remained in V4C3Tx aer
HF treatment. Five elements were identied in the EDX spec-
trum of V4C3Tx (Fig. 2f and g): V, C and F are from the samples,
while O and Si are mainly from the SiO2 substrate. The V : C
ratio is �4 : 3.13, consistent with the expected stoichiometric
ratio of 4V : 3C, indicating that the V–C framework is well
preserved. This is also supported by XPS analysis where the
V : C atomic ratio is �4 : 3.24 (Fig. S4 and S5†). Notably, small
amounts of F and O elements are found in the XPS spectra
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
(Fig. S5†), which possibly come from the surface termination
(e.g. O, OH and F) in MXene. Also, a strong signal from O is
observed in the XPS, which should be from the oxygen-
containing surface terminations (O or OH) or water physically
absorbed between the layers, and it was also found in Nb2CTx,
Nb4C3Tx and V2CTx MXenes.29,33,44 Based on our experimental
data, and the reported reaction principles for other MXenes,
such as V2C, Nb2C, Ti3C2, Ti2C and Ta4C3,10,17,32,33 the chemical
reaction for the production of V4C3 can be written as:

2V4AlC3 + 6HF ¼ 2V4C3 + 2AlF3 + 3H2[

Aer the main reaction, the vanadium atoms will react with
the solution species in the interface between V4C3 and the
solution, resulting in the formation of O, OH and F termina-
tions in the surface of MXene, which was conrmed by the XPS
results (Fig. S4 and S5†) and has also been observed in other
MXenes.10,32

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (Fig. 2f and h–j)
show the layered structure of V4C3Tx, similar to other MXenes.
The low-magnication transmission electronmicroscope (TEM)
image shows the exfoliated V4C3Tx nanosheets (Fig. 3a). The
lattice structures of the V4C3Tx nanosheets were examined by
high-resolution TEM imaging (HRTEM, Fig. 3b and S6a†). They
conrmed the single-crystalline nature of the V4C3Tx
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1261–1270 | 1265
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nanosheets with a lattice spacing of �0.30 nm (Fig. 3b). The
lattice spacing agrees with the (11�20) planes of the V4AlC3

crystal. The atomic resolution Z-contrast STEM image (Fig. 3c)
shows that the V4C3Tx nanosheets maintain a hexagonal crystal
structure consisting of V and C atomic columns, which is also
supported by the fast Fourier transform (FFT) diffraction
patterns. We also observed the formation of V4C3Tx quantum
dots aer immersing V4AlC3 powder in aqueous HF (48% conc.)
for 10 days at room temperature (Fig. 3d), which could be
ascribed to the etching of the V atoms in the thinnest nano-
sheets or defects in V4AlC3 nanosheets by long-running HF
treatment.

The lateral size of the V4C3Tx quantum dots is in the range of
1–7 nm (Fig. 3e). Such quantum dots remained the hexagonal
basal structure of V4AlC3, as conrmed by HRTEM (Fig. S6b†) and
STEM (Fig. 3f) images. In addition, the specic surface area of the
sample was further characterized by the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller
(BET) method and N2 adsorption/desorption isotherm analyses
(Fig. S7†), showing that as-exfoliated V4C3Tx have a high BET
surface area of 156m2 g�1, which can compare with those of other
MXenes, such as Ti3C2Tx of 98 m2 g�1,45 Ti3C2Tx of 4.74 m2 g�1,46

Ti3C2Tx/TiO2 nanowires of 56.45 m2 g�1,46 etc.
3.2 Electrical transport properties of V4C3Tx lm

The electrical performance of V4C3Tx was then evaluated. A
thick lm consisting of as-exfoliated V4C3Tx nanosheets
(Fig. S8a and b†) was prepared by vacuum ltration. The sheet
electrical resistivity is �3 U cm at room temperature measured
by the four-probe method (Fig. S8c†). The sheet electrical
resistivity increases exponentially at low temperature, which
suggests that V4C3Tx MXene becomes a semiconductor,
presumably due to surface functionalization. The activation
energy Ea for the conduction can be evaluated using the
Arrhenius equation:

s ¼ A

T
exp

�
�Ea

kT

�

where s is the electrical conductivity, A is the conductivity
constant, T is the absolute temperature, Ea is the activation
energy, and k is the Boltzmann constant. The activation energy
Ea for conduction, calculated from the slope of the Arrhenius
plot (Fig. S8d†), is�3.7 meV for V4C3Tx. Such a phase transition
frommetallic to semiconducting V4C3Tx MXene reveals that the
fully functionalized V4C3Tx MXenes will become semi-
conductors with non-zero energy gaps, which was also found for
its analogue MXene: V2CTx.47

Due to the large surface area and unique atomic structure of
the V4C3Tx lm, it shows great potential for ultra-sensitive and
highly selective gas sensing. A resistive-type V4C3Tx lm sensing
device was fabricated, as shown in Fig. 4a. A DC voltage was
applied between the two Cu electrodes. The resistance of the
V4C3Tx lm was collected as the sensing signal. The sheet
resistivity of the V4C3Tx lm was calculated to be �1000 MU

sq�1, making it possible for ultra-low-power consuming sensor
nodes for internet of things (IoT) applications. The sensor
device was placed in a sealed chamber, where acetone vapors of
1266 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1261–1270
different concentrations were fed in with nitrogen (N2) as
a carrier gas through a standing gas stream mixing method, as
reported in our previous work.48 Accordingly, this shows that
acetone is sensitive to V4C3Tx lm here and can be detected
accurately. More details about the experimental setup can be
found in the Experimental section.

3.3 Acetone sensing properties of a V4C3Tx based device

Good sensitivity detection of acetone down to sub-ppm has
been demonstrated using V4C3Tx lm at room temperature (25
�C), as shown in Fig. 4b. It is notable that there is �5% change
in the total resistance for 1 ppm acetone, which is better than
that of other reported state-of-the-art of solid-state acetone
sensors at room temperature.49–52 The selectivity of the acetone
sensor toward water molecules was also characterized, as shown
in Fig. 4c. At the same concentration, i.e. 10% v/v, the resistance
change for acetone vapor is >104 higher than that for water
vapor. This is much better than the recently reported high
selectivity between acetone and water vapor based on protonic
current measurement.53 The inset of Fig. 4c shows the selectivity
between acetone and water vapor at low concentrations from
1 ppm to 100 ppm. This shows the signicant response of the
sensor to acetone over a wide range, while almost no detectable
signal of water vapor could be observed, suggesting the excel-
lent selectivity towards acetone over water molecules at the low
detection limit. In addition, the rise time (dened as achieving
90% of the maximum sensor response) of the acetone response
(�40 s) is also much shorter than that of water vapor (�510 s).
In order to evaluate the optimal operating temperature for the
acetone sensor, the response of the acetone sensing at elevated
temperature was characterized (Fig. 4d), showing that the
response gradually increases as the temperature rises, which is
similar to other nanostructured solid-state nanostructure
acetone sensors. However, we also noticed that the acetone
sensing response of the V4C3Tx device at room temperature (25
�C) was large enough to meet practical applications for detect-
ing acetone, combined with it being a rare RT acetone sensor,
making the V4C3Tx sensor a promising RT acetone sensor.

Fig. 4e shows a comparison of various unbiased acetone gas
sensors based on metal oxides and nitrides, i.e., In2O3,54 WO3,55

ZnO,56 LaFeO3,57 TiO2,58 GaN,59 InN,60 TiO2 nanotubes,61 TiO2

nanoparticles,62 0.5% Pt–TiO2,63 porous a-Fe2O3,64 and ZnO/
graphene composites,65 which shows that our fabricated V4C3Tx
sensor possesses the best comprehensive performance, such as
good sensitivity, low concentration detected, fast response time
and optimal working temperature (RT), making the V4C3Tx
sensor a promising practical acetone sensor. Therefore, V4C3Tx
lm based detectors have great potential to offer a room-
temperature solution for the noninvasive detection of diabetes.
We hope that our results will bring more attention to MXene
products for use in gas sensing detection applications.

3.4 Discussion

Our results have demonstrated that V4C3Tx lm shows high
selectivity towards acetone (sub-ppm) over water vapor at room
temperature, where V4C3Tx yields superior sensing performance
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 4 The acetone sensing performance of an as-fabricated V4C3Tx device. (a) A schematic diagram of the V4C3Tx film sensor fabricated on an
insulating substrate for mechanical support and with Cu electrodes. (b) The sensor responses of V4C3Tx film to different concentrations of
acetone from 0.5 ppm to 8 ppm at room temperature; the inset is the response to 0.5 ppm acetone. (c) A comparison of the gas sensing
responses of V4C3Tx film to 10% acetone (v/v) and 10% H2O (v/v); the inset is the selectivity between acetone and water vapor at low
concentrations, implying the excellent selectivity toward acetone over water molecules at a low detection limit. (d) The gas sensing responses of
V4C3Tx film at different temperatures of 25 �C, 50 �C, and 100 �C, respectively. (e) A comparison of various gateless acetone gas sensors with
V4C3Tx (this work) according to sensitivity, lowest concentration detected, response time, and operating temperature.

Paper RSC Advances
to previous work.53 Yet it is natural to ask what causes the
sensitivity of V4C3Tx lm towards acetone?

To provide insights into the mechanisms that result in
superior selectivity to acetone with respect to water vapor, we
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
rst evaluated the inuence of the molecule itself. It is obvious
that the molecular size of acetone is much bigger than that of
a water molecule. Thus the contact performance of V4C3Tx lms
will be hindered (d1 > d2) due to the steric effect resulting from
RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1261–1270 | 1267



Fig. 5 A schematic diagram of the sensor responses of V4C3Tx film to
(a) acetone and (b) H2O molecules. The DFT optimized structures of
themost favourably adsorbed (c) acetone and (d) H2O states on a V4C3

monolayer.
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the bigger acetone molecule (a diagram is shown in Fig. 5a and
b), yielding a bigger change in resistance (DR/R) than the
smaller water molecule.

In addition, we also calculated the adsorption energy of
acetone and H2O on a V4C3 monolayer with density functional
theory (DFT) packages. In the DFT calculations, we rst opti-
mized many possible adsorption states and the most favourable
optimized structures of acetone and H2O are shown in Fig. 5c
and d. As shown in Fig. 5, for acetone adsorption, acetone
adsorbs on the surface three-coordinated V (V3c) atoms via its
middle C and end O atoms, forming V–C and V–O bonds, while
water adsorbs on a surface V3c atom, yielding an O–V3c bond
which is parallel with the surface V–C bond. The adsorption
energy (DEads) per molecule (X) on the surface is dened by
DEads ¼ E[X/sur] � E[X] � E[sur], where E is the energy of the
system based on DFT periodic calculations. Our DFT calcula-
tions show that the adsorption energies of acetone and H2O on
the V4C3 monolayer are�1.11 and�1.97 eV, respectively, which
are consistent with the order of V–O bond lengths (2.22 �A and
2.09�A). The large difference in adsorption behaviours (0.86 eV)
corresponds to the sensitivity of V4C3Tx lm towards acetone.
Similarly, an “assistive binding model” is proposed to explain
the enhanced acetone sensing performance, where it is also
attributed to the adsorption between target molecules and
adsorbed Od� species.9 It is hoped that the DFT calculations
presented here will shed light on predictions of new high-
performance acetone sensors.
4. Conclusions

In summary, assisted by catalysts and the metallic uxes of
indispensable Al and Co elements, we have synthesized a high-
quality V4AlC3 single crystal using a solid-state reaction. An
emerging MXene phase, V4C3Tx, has been obtained via
aluminum extraction from V4AlC3 using aqueous HF, as
1268 | RSC Adv., 2020, 10, 1261–1270
conrmed by XRD, XPS and EDX. We also found that the V4C3Tx

sheets become a semiconductor aer HF treatment. It is worth
noting that a V4C3Tx based acetone sensor possesses a low
working temperature of 25 �C, a low detection limit of 1 ppm
and high selectivity toward acetone in a mixed gas of acetone
and water vapor, making it possible to diagnose diabetes. In
addition, we used DFT calculations to explore the mechanisms
that result in the superior selectivity toward acetone with
respect to water vapor, which is due to the molecule size and
adsorption behaviors. The excellent acetone sensing perfor-
mance of V4C3Tx makes it a promising material for application
as a sensor for type I diabetes. The proposed mechanisms
combining experimental results with theoretical study will
hopefully shed light on the design and production of new high-
performance acetone sensors.
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